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DUMP TRUMP
SACK MAY
T

he protests against Donald
Trump and Theresa May have
been a brilliant show of defiance
and solidarity.
We are not going to stand by while
Trump attacks Muslims and migrants.
We are not going to let him take away
women’s rights, assault LGBT+ people,
or despoil the environment.
And we aren’t going to stop
protesting against his collaborator in 10
Downing Street.
The protests need to get bigger, to
escalate and to go deeper. Numbers
matter. Big marches give everyone
confidence and show how many people
are ready to stand against racism and
Trump’s other crimes.

Build the movement

These protests will be even stronger
if they feed into the workplaces, the
colleges and the schools. The anger on
the streets this week has to connect
with the issues of the NHS, the attacks
against migrants here, and the endless
austerity measures.
And we need a mass turnout on the
18 March Stand Up To Racism demos
in London, Cardiff and Glasgow.
If Trump or any of his henchmen
come to Britain there need to be
occupations, road blockades and
walkouts.These aren’t ordinary times.
Let’s fight to build a movement that
can drive out Trump and May. But let’s
also fight to get rid of the capitalist
system that produces them.
Trump, just like Theresa May, is the
expression of a sick capitalist system
which puts profits before people.
Trump’s racism is founded on the
legacy of slavery in the US – a legacy
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manifested in the stark inequalities that
continue to scar the States today - not
least in the frequent police killings of
black people.
His repellent sexism reflects
a society where women are still
discriminated against, frequently
patronised or ridiculed and often face
violence.
Trump’s disregard for the
environment flows from predecessors
who drew back from placing the
slightest obstacle in the way of
corporate power.

Fight for socialism

It is a system where eight billionaires
own as much combined wealth as the
poorest half of the world’s population.
We need to fight every example
of racism, sexism and homophobia
—but also to tear out the roots of all
oppression. We need a socialist society.
It has been great to see the Labour
Party elect a left wing leader. We are on
Jeremy Corbyn’s side against the rightwingers. But Labour is still dominated
by pro-business MPs and bureaucrats.
And as the EU crushing Greece’s
Syriza government showed, electing left
wingers is not enough to overcome the
unelected bosses.
In the struggles that have taken on
Trump we can glimpse the potential of
ordinary people to change the world.
Winning change takes organisation.
The Socialist Workers Party wants to
work with as broad a range of people as
possible against Trump and May. But
we’re also building a socialist force at
the centre of all these movements.
If you want to be part of fighting to
change the world, join us.
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NATIONAL
DEMONSTRATION

STAND UP
TO
RACISM
SATURDAY
18 MARCH

London, Glasgow and Cardiff
Backed by the TUC, Unison,
Unite, NUT, CWU, UCU, ASLEF,
PCS, BFAWU, MEND, LMHR
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Socialist Worker meetings
The Socialist Workers Party hosts
regular meetings across Britain.
Why not come along and join the
discussion?
Find the one nearest to you at
socialistworker.co.uk/events

Some have no problems normalising Trump’s bigotry

STAND UP TO TRUMP
NATIONAL ORGANISING SUMMIT
Sat 18 Feb, 10am-5pm
Friends Meeting House
173-177 Euston Rd, London NW1 2BJ
Called by: Stop the War Coalition, Stand Up To Racism, The People’s
Assembly, Muslim Association of Britain, Unite the Union & the CWU
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